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Motivation�
Moore‘s Law
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-  exp. growth in: 

-  computational power 
-  available memory 
 
 

„Circuit density doubles every 2 years“ (roughly true) 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore's_law 



Motivation�
Parkinsons Law of Data

-  „Work expands so as to fill the time available for its 
completion.“ (1955) 
-  or for computers: „Data expands to fill the space 

available for storage.“

-  scientific databases and datasets tend to get larger 
based on:

-  workstation and home PC experience
-  scientific drive for higher resolution and accuracy

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parkinson's_law 



Motivation�
Closer look at leading clusters

Rank Name GB/Core
1 Sequoia DOE/NNSA/LLNL 1
2 Riken K computer 2
3 Mira (Argonne National Laboratory) 1
4 Supermuc (Leibniz Rechenzentrum) 2

4 http://www.top500.org/lists/2012/06 

Individual node perspective for parallel computation:

largest clusters in June 2012



Motivation�
Standard PC Configuration 2004
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http://infohost.nmt.edu/tcc/config/config2004.html 

Item Make & model
Case Dell OptiPlex GX270
Motherboard Intel Pentium 4 2.80 Ghz
Memory 1.0 GB DDR Non-ECC SDRAM
Display Dell UltraSharp 1702 FP
Hard disk 40GB EIDE 7200 RPM
Video Integrated DVMT Video
Ethernet Integrated Intel Gigabit
Price $1727.90

-  available Ram/Core is still decreasing
-  efficient use of memory is very important



Motivation�
What are we working on?

Reactive Flows:"
-  Combustion, Gasification"
"
HM1 Flame"
-  exp. data Univ. Sidney"
-  simulations done by Rehm 

and Vegendla "
-  most of compute time 

(90%) was spent on 
detailed chemistry"
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U – jet! U – coflow! comp. – jet! comp. - 
coflow!

118 m/s" 40 m/s" CH4/H2 (50 Vol-% each)" Air"



Motivation�
Modeling approach

-  laminar diffusion flamelets extended using turbulent quantities
-  Look-Up-Table for fast access generated containing: 

-  temperature fuel,temp oxidizer
-  pressure
-  scalar dissipation rate
-  mean mixture fraction and its variance
-  species mass fractions

-  Extent of each dimensions: (1,1,1,18,101,10,28)
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Flamelet ModelFlamelet Lookup-Table

CFD/OpenFOAM
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Vegendla et al., Flamelet-based time-scale analysis of a high-pressure gasifier, 
Energy and Fuels, Volume 25, 2011



Motivation�
Efficiency of LUT in CFD-Simulations

techniques like domain decomposition lower efficiency on 
static look-up tables since:

-  usually much more space is reserved than actually used
-  more parts of the database are loaded than necessary
-  may limit finer table resolution due to size issues
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HM1 flame: Vegendla (calculations), Weise (post-processing)
Vegendla et al., Flamelet-based time-scale analysis of a high-pressure gasifier, 
Energy and Fuels, Volume 25, 2011.



Design Considerations�
Memory Virtualization

-  allow users to address a virtualized amount of memory
-  actually allocate memory only as needed (or read into 

memory only when needed)
-  efficiently compress/decompress data on the fly
-  balance input/output operation to slower medium (disk, 

network share)
9 



Design Considerations�
Use Case for LUT

Table size:"
-  overall table size and complexity can be increased 

or kept at same level even though RAM per Core 
decreases"

Table speed:"
-  use of precompressed table decreases loading time 

from disk"
-  on the fly compression and decompression minimize 

medium speed and latency requirements"
-  common request regions can be identified/look-up 

can be optimized (sorting of block location in RAM)"
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Implementation and Evaluation�
Generic test algorithm

-  blocks are discarded when they are not used for a 
consecutive number (NSTRIP) of optimization steps
-  first phase 0-50%
-  subsequent phases 0-75%; 0-100%; 100-0%
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Implementation and Evaluation�
Generic test algorithm

Testing roadmap:"
"
-  stripping:"
-  test of different discarding criterion values (NSTRIP)"
-  evaluation of blocksize influence using stripping"

-  stripping and compression:"
-  (selecting the appropriate compression algorithm)"
-  performance when adding compression criterion"
-  evaluation of blocksize influence using both stripping and 

compression"
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Implementation and Evaluation�
Influence of NSTRIP criterion
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-  memory consumption can be reduced significantly
-  memory alignment play an important rule ( jitter )
-  reversing read order around optimization step 180 

results in a significant dent

s20: NSTRIP=20"



Implementation and Evaluation�
Blocksizes evaluation using stripping
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-  selecting appropriate blocksizes has a significant impact
-  large blocks lead to large fluctuations when they are not 

aligned with stripping algorithm 

s20b51k: 
NSTRIP=20, 
blocksize=51kB 



Implementation and Evaluation�
Compression feature evaluation
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adding compression (Snappy Algorithm) allows for:
-  more efficient intermediate storage of seldomly used block
-  reduced loading times using precompressed datafiles


s20c3b51k: 
NSTRIP=20, 
NCOMP=3, 
blocksize=51kB 



Implementation and Evaluation�
Blocksize study using comp. and stripping
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-  stripping and compression should both be activated
-  reductions down to 26.3% (compression) and 

14.5% (comp and stripping) are achievable
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Simulation�
Using the MAL for flamelet LUT

-  HM1 Simulation using the MAL
-  flameletFoam (OpenFOAM 1.5.x already ported to 2.1.x)
-  parallel simulation on 8 cores
-  NSTRIP 20; NCOMP 3; blocksize 20kB
-  LUT Size: 6.5 MB 17 



Simulation�
Memory usage and runtime penalty
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Simulation�
Blocksize study in real application
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Conclusions

-  a significant reduction of memory usage in parallel 
simulations which require local databases can be achieved
-  using an OpenFOAM flame simulation based on 

flameletFOAM proves an even lower memory usage due to 
data locality (10%)
-  the database files used in this proof of concept were 

smaller than targeted applications, which would benefit 
even more from the techniques shown
-  the MAL expands the modeling options for scientific 

databases even though the available RAM/core is 
decreasing in modern computer architectures

-  written in C, it is available as a library with a clean interface
Example call:
valuePtr=(double*)mal_get(pmal,&(*array)[l][k][i]);	  
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